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Abstract: A reduction in the loss and waste of human food is a global issue for addressing poverty and hunger in poorer nations, and for reducing the environmental footprint of the agriculture sector. An emerging issue, however, is that food wasted by humans is often accessible to wildlife, affecting wildlife ecology and behaviour, as well as ecological processes and community dynamics. Here we highlight the extent of such impacts, drawing on examples from mammalian predators and other taxonomic groups. We then develop two conceptual models. The first shows how wildlife access to food waste can exacerbate human-wildlife conflicts. The second highlights that when food waste is removed, the effects on wildlife and ecosystem processes should be monitored. The conceptual models are important when considering that large quantities of food waste are intentionally and unintentionally provided to wildlife around the world. We conclude there is an urgent need to change the way people currently manage the food we produce.
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1. Introduction

Every year, 1.3 billion tonnes of food produced for human consumption, a third of total production, is lost or wasted [1]. These are shameful statistics given that globally roughly 1 in 8 people are lacking access to sufficient food [2], while land conversion to agriculture is arguably the single greatest threat to global biodiversity [3]. Decreasing food waste while feeding an expanding human population remains an ongoing challenge and has been the subject of extensive research [4]. An emerging issue, however, is that food wasted by humans is often accessible to wildlife [5,6]. For example, unwanted fruit, vegetables, and grain crops may be raided, or animals may access poorly secured food stores. Other forms of food waste include large quantities of carcasses that are rejected or left to rot in fields, and food that is simply dumped in rubbish tips or discarded after harvest. In Africa and Europe for instance, over 10 million tonnes of carcasses of slaughtered cattle are rejected and discarded each year, while in Australia and the USA 3–4 million tonnes of edible food is discarded in rubbish dumps annually [6]. Similarly, 6.8 million tonnes of fish are discarded after capture each year, or 8% of the total global catch [7].

The availability of food waste to wildlife can have dramatic effects on ecological communities and humans. This can manifest when wildlife ecology and behaviour is altered by accessing food waste, and when wildlife access to food waste affects other species and ecological processes, which in turn increases conflict between wildlife and humans [5,6]. Despite knowledge of such impacts, however, there has been no attempt to provide a broad conceptual model showing how these effects...
Wildlife may only occasionally utilise food waste, but they can also become completely reliant on this food source. A recent review [5] of human-provided food use by mammalian predators with a body size greater than 1 kg highlights this range of use, including different species groups and the sources of foods they utilise (Figure 1). On average, between 10% and 50% of mammalian predator diets contain food waste, but in some instances it forms >90% [5]. There are several factors that govern the extent to which these species utilise food waste—they may use food waste if wild prey is depleted [8]; the extent of use may relate to dietary preferences, with some predators being more likely to show a preference for some forms of food waste over others [5]; the differential use may reflect habitat quality [9,10], or hunting preferences, with some predators preferring live prey over carcasses or rubbish [5]; skewed use within individual predator species may also reflect social standings, whereby low-ranking individuals and sub-adults become the most frequent users of food waste because they cannot access natural kills, or they avoid kills to reduce intraspecific competition [8]. Alternatively, high-ranking individuals may dominate areas with high food waste which provide high caloric diets [11]. The commonality in all these cases, however, is that mammalian predators can easily become attracted to human-provided foods. The same applies to other taxonomic groups. For example, discards from the fisheries industry in the North Sea alone is estimated to support between 2.5 and 3.5 million sea birds [12].
Figure 1. Average occurrence of food waste in the diet of (A) terrestrial predators > 1 kg in body size split into three functional groups and (B) the same data split into five family groups. The figure is based on data from 83 published studies (±95% confidence intervals) [5]. Frequency of occurrence of prey items in scats was used wherever possible. The asterisk (*) indicates that only one study was available. In (A) domestic species are those that have been purposefully changed by genetic selection by humans (e.g., domestic dogs). Mesopredators are species that suffer from top-down effects (e.g., coyote), whereas top predators are species that suffer little from top-down effects upon reaching maturity (e.g., grey wolf).

3. Direct Effects on Wildlife Ecology and Behaviour

In addition to changes in dietary preferences, the distribution and quantity of food waste is likely to influence the carrying capacity, behaviour, and habitat use of wildlife. The Resource Dispersion Hypothesis (RDH) [13] provides an obvious theoretical basis for predicting some of the likely outcomes, at least with respect to territory size and group size. The RDH predicts that the spatial dispersion of food patches determines territory size, whereas patch richness dictates group size. Thus, where there is an abundant food source at a focal location, wildlife may congregate and focus their daily activities around this food source and have larger group sizes. Case studies on Australian dingoes (Canis dingo) and North American bears (Ursus spp.) provide ideal examples to highlight such effects. In the case of dingoes, access to large quantities of food scraps at a waste facility resulted in decreased home-ranges and movements, larger group sizes, increased rates of inbreeding, and changes to their sociality and habitat use [14–17]. Moreover, the population of subsidised dingoes was a genetically distinct cluster, possibly because of founder effects [15]. In the case of bears, the closure of dumps in Yellowstone National Park in the 1970s led to rapidly increased grizzly bear (Ursus arctos horribilis) mortality and a more than fivefold increase in home range areas [18]. Similar effects have been found for black bears (Ursus americanus), but higher fecundity recorded in urban areas (where they ate food waste) was counter-balanced by high human-caused mortality [19]. High bear mortality by vehicle collisions has been specifically linked with bears’ attraction to garbage [20]. Collision with trains is also a leading cause of grizzly bear mortality in some areas of Canada, where they are attracted to railway lines by grain spilled from freight trains [21]. Such changes to bear mortality are akin to an ecological trap, especially when the overall fitness of a population utilising food waste is lower than those in other available habitats. Thus, while areas containing food waste may provide food for bears, the positive effects may be negated by increased mortality. Changes in bear behaviour and demographics have also been observed in urban areas with food waste, but the extent of such changes are linked to the availability of natural foods, habitat quality, and proximity to preferred habitat patches [9,10,22].
4. Indirect Effects on Other Species and Ecological Communities

The predictability of food waste as a resource can trigger population increases of opportunistic species, in turn altering predator-predator and predator-prey dynamics [5,6]. For example, abundant food supplies can change the interactions between individuals, including bears tolerating other bears around rubbish dumps [23]. The presence of free-ranging domestic dogs in association with garbage dumps determines the presence of other species including maned wolves (*Chrysocyon brachyurus*), giant anteaters (*Myrmecophaga tridactyla*), and threatened pudu (*Pudu puda*) [24,25], with these species either avoiding areas with domestic dogs or being eradicated through predation. The removal of an anthropogenic food source can alter predator-prey dynamics, as in the case of spotted hyenas (*Crocuta crocuta*) who increased predation on domestic donkeys during Christian fasting periods when food waste was limited [26]. Increasing food waste availability can have a similar effect; for instance, overfishing and increasing waste in landfills have changed the resource base of coastal food webs, and generalist seabirds like western gulls (*Larus occidentalis*) have responded by shifting their diet to human trash, but at the same time, they increased predation pressure on a threatened species of fish (steelhead, *Oncorhynchus mykiss*) [27]. More broadly, food provisioning by humans can alter ecosystem functions provided by opportunistic herbivores who act as seed dispersers, as in the case of human food provisioning of macaques (*Macaca mulatta*) which caused shorter seed dispersal ranges and dispersal into human-modified areas that were not conducive to seed germination [28].

Increased interactions between species at food waste sources may lead to increased hybridisation both among wild species and between wild canids and their domestic relatives [15]. For example, some species of canids can interbreed and produce fertile offspring, including coyotes (*Canis latrans*), grey wolves (*Canis lupus*), and domestic dogs (*Canis familiaris*). The coyote is one species that has thrived in human-modified environments, expanding their distribution and abundance across North America in the absence of the grey wolf [29]. Where grey wolf populations are small and isolated, coyotes and wolves interbreed such that there are now distinct hybrid zones [30]. As in the case of dingoes [15], access to abundant food waste at focal locations could increase contact between species that can interbreed [31]. Similarly, in fragmented human-modified habitats, native species are more likely to come into contact with their domestic relatives. Such hybridisation can result in phenotypic and behavioural changes to offspring [32]. More broadly, hybridisation with domestic relatives is considered a major threat to the conservation of species like Ethiopian wolves (*Canis simensis*) [33], Australian dingoes [34], and Scottish wildcats (*Felis silvestris*) [35].

5. Other Impacts to Wildlife Health

Increased interaction between wild and domestic animals can facilitate the spread of disease and pathogens between wild animals, livestock, other domestic animals, and sometimes humans. Increased risk of disease transmission (e.g., rabies, canine distemper virus) due to increased densities of free-ranging domestic dogs could threaten species like African wild dogs and Ethiopian wolves [36,37]. High densities of wildlife can also increase disease occurrence within species, and disease-related mortality has been found to be higher in urban areas for raccoons (*Procyon lotor*) [38]. In scavenging food waste, animals are at risk of consuming plastic and other non-digestible waste and, while the consumption of plastic by marine wildlife is well-studied [39], it is less so for terrestrial species. In the maned wolf, however, non-digestible anthropogenic waste (e.g., plastic) has been found to comprise 14.1% of all diet items [40] and to be present in up to 40% of scats [41]. Similar studies on dingoes indicate that the probability of a scat sample containing rubbish is relatively high at 17% [14]. Elephants (*Elaphus maximus*) have been observed feeding at garbage dumps in India [42] and Sri Lanka [43] and, while little is known about the consequences of this behaviour on elephant health, plastic waste is spread via their dung and may then be consumed by other wildlife (T. Thekaekara, The Shola Trust pers comm.).
6. Human-Wildlife Conflict

Wildlife access to food waste can create conflict with humans via indirect and direct feeding. In northern India, abundant sources of human food waste resulted in higher densities of free-ranging domestic dogs who also relied on small livestock as a food source during winter [44]. Predation on livestock by free-ranging dogs can exacerbate human-wildlife conflict where the predator species cannot be identified and native predators are instead blamed [45]. Also, where predation by free-ranging dogs is high, farmers may be less tolerant of predation by protected predators [44]. Extensive use of human-provided foods by wildlife could also lead to increased interactions between humans and wildlife, and to wildlife becoming more habituated to humans. Close encounters between wildlife and humans can stem from direct feeding [46], but also if wildlife encounter humans while seeking food waste. For example, at least one person has reportedly been killed by an elephant that was seeking out a garbage dump [43], and maned wolves feeding on garbage in a Brazilian national park commonly attack camping tents [47]. Such close encounters probably reflect the increased habitation of wildlife towards humans following prolonged periods of access to food waste including direct and/or indirect feeding. Asian lions (*Panthera leo persica*) in India, for instance, have little fear of humans nowadays, to the extent that tourists can make close observations without a vehicle [48]. This habituation follows periods where humans provided these lions directly with food (in the 1980s, tour guides led goats into the forest and tethered them to stakes for the lions to eat) but this could lead to violent encounters between lions and tourists in the future [31]. Ecotourism and the associated direct feeding of wildlife has led to human fatalities, such as a habituated dingo killing a boy on Fraser Island in Australia in 2001 [49], and habituated grizzly bears killing at least eight people between 1967 and 1986 in several national parks in North America [50].

Anthropogenic food waste as a resource for animal use is typically associated with urban areas, thus creating increased opportunities for animals to impact human livelihoods. Urbanisation is also driving evolution of a range of taxa through habitat modifications, novel disturbances, and social interactions [51] which are largely linked with the provision of anthropogenic food resources. Increases in wildlife or introduced species in urban areas can create a public nuisance. The population of introduced house crows (*Corvus splendens*) in Singapore increased more than 30 times over 15–16 years, mostly due to their exploitation of anthropogenic food resources [52]. Similarly, rock pigeons (*Columba livia*) thrive in almost every major city in the world, spreading pathogens to humans and domestic animals and fouling buildings with their excrement to the cost of hundreds of thousands and even millions of pounds per year in the UK [53]. An increased abundance of gulls (*Larus* spp.) in association with garbage dumps has also been linked with aviation bird strikes [54], which not only cause expensive damage to aircraft but have resulted in 231 human fatalities over an 83-year period [55].

7. Conceptual Models

The direct and indirect effects of food waste on wildlife and humans are likely to manifest over multi-generations and across multiple ecosystems. This is depicted in Figure 2, which shows how an ecosystem with food waste (Ecosystem State 1) can directly affect wildlife ecology and behaviour, and indirectly affect other species. Over multiple generations, such impacts are likely to further alter ecosystems and the processes that structure ecological communities (Ecosystem State 2). There may also be impacts on humans and human livelihoods, especially via disease transmission, predation on livestock, and attacks on humans by wildlife. The outstanding question is what happens to wildlife, ecosystem processes, and human-wildlife dynamics when food waste is removed or managed properly by humans. With respect to the wildlife that currently rely on human-provided foods there are several possible outcomes including (1) they die of starvation; (2) they disperse and live elsewhere; (3) they switch their dietary preferences to other prey; and/or (4) they die due to conflict with humans searching for alternative foods. These scenarios are depicted in Figure 3 along with the consequences to ecosystem processes. Studies that track what happens to wildlife when food waste is removed would provide insights into such possibilities. Such an experiment became possible with the closure of
dumps in Yellowstone National Park in the 1970s [18]. Experimental manipulation of food waste is also possible [56]. The results of these experiments would help inform the best management strategies to adopt when food waste is removed. It may, for instance, require direct intervention by directly reducing the abundance of some species to protect others (Figure 3). Until such studies are completed, the flow on effects of removing abundant human-provided food sources will be unclear [57]. However, if the food source remains, we do know that the consequences for wildlife, ecosystem processes and human livelihoods are mostly negative (Figure 2), so it may be pertinent to remove and properly manage agricultural and food waste even if the knock-on effects are unclear.

Figure 2. Conceptual model showing how wildlife access to food waste can alter wildlife ecology and behaviour, other species, and ecological processes, as well as exacerbate human-wildlife conflicts. The model includes two ecosystem states. In Ecosystem State 1, wildlife use of food waste directly affects wildlife ecology and behaviour (e.g., changes in diet, abundance, life history, sociality, and habitat use). Over multiple generations, these direct impacts are likely to indirectly affect other species and ecological processes, resulting in the formation of Ecosystem State 2. In both ecosystem states there will be impacts on humans and human livelihoods, especially via disease transmission, predation on livestock, and attacks on humans by wildlife.
Figure 3. Conceptual model showing how the removal of anthropogenic food resources may impact wildlife and ecosystems. For example, wildlife may die of starvation, disperse and live elsewhere, or switch their dietary preferences to other wild prey or livestock, with the latter potentially resulting in increased human-wildlife conflict. Monitoring of such impacts may be necessary when reducing the availability of food waste to wildlife.
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